
06 - Crocodile



Teaching Objectives：
1. Learn the comprehensive applications of gear drive

2. Learn the working principle and usage of infrared sensor

3. Finish simple programming independently

Crocodile

Basic Teaching Information

Teaching facility AI Module 1s Project-based learning 90 minutesTeaching mode Class duration
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Focus
Estuarine crocodile is the world's first bite force animals. It is the 

world's largest species of crocodiles and one of the world's largest 

reptiles. The biting force of Estuarine crocodile can reach 1.9 tons.

Crocodiles are famous ambush hunters. They can stay still underwa-

ter for a long time to get the chance to raid the animals that come to 

the water for drinking. Crocodiles can't cut with their teeth. When 

they eat, they usually hold the body of large prey, tear off the prey 

with their powerful neck, and then swallow it.

Exploration
In this lesson, we need to solve two problems.

1. How to make the crocodile robot bite the prey?

By demonstrating the mouth bite, we can design the crocodile mouth 

as a separate structure. Using gear drive to control the opening and 

closing of the crocodile upper jaw.

2. How to detect prey?

The infrared sensor can tell if the target is in front or not by using the 

principle of infrared reflection.

Crocodile
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Creation
1. Use closed loop motor as the drive force;

2. Use 24 straight tooth and 8 straight tooth as acceleration drive structure;

3. Use 126 degree 4x6 beams, 50 beams and other structural parts to build  

    crocodile’s upper jaw;

4. Use square beam, 90 degree folding beam to build crocodile lower jaw;

5. Use 110 beam, 70 beam, 90 degree 3x5 beam to build the peripheral  

    structure;

6. Use infrared sensor as monitoring devices;

7. Controller.

Programming
Use the APP programming, when the infrared sensor detects the 

target, control the closed-loop motor to open and close quickly.

Use the infrared sensor’s wait module, when triggered, start the 

closed-loop motor to reverse for 0.5 seconds so as to open the 

mouth, then start the closed-loop motor to rotate for 0.5 seconds so 

as to close the mouth.

Repeat the above actions with repeat forever loop module.
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Evaluation
1. How do we control the crocodile’s mouth?

We used the closed-loop motor to provide the power, with the separat-

ed type structure, used the gear drive to control the crocodile's upper 

jaw opening and closing.

2. How do crocodiles robot find their prey and what sensors are used? 

Infrared sensor is used to help crocodiles robot find their prey. Infrared 

sensor uses the reflection of infrared to determine the distance of 

obstacles ahead.

Show
Demonstrate the crocodiles robot and explain the core knowledge

Key Point 1: Explain the structure of the crocodile's mouth and the 

application of infrared sensor

Key Point 2: Explain the programming logic. Explain the process 

control mode and the function of the sensor’s wait module.
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